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This comprehensive Mandarin workbook can be used with any textbook or on its own to dramatically enhance your Mandarin speaking and
listening skills. No matter what textbook you're using to learn Mandarin, it requires a lot of practice. Here is a wealth of effective activities and
drills—plus over 16 hours of audio recordings—to help you improve your spoken Mandarin Chinese quickly and effectively. This book follows
the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Speaking & Listening textbook but works equally well with other coursebooks or on its own. The free disc
contains hours of audio recording as well as printable PDF files providing hundreds of pages of extra practice exercises and activities. Basic
Mandarin Chinese—Speaking & Listening Practice Book includes hundreds of carefully designed activities to help you with every aspect of
your speaking skills, including: Pronunciation exercises Vocabulary and Grammar summaries Substitution drills Transformation and
Response drills Role Playing and Listening Comprehension Dictation exercises Translation exercises The downloadable audio includes: 16
hours of audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers Printable practice pages Printable exercises and activities About the Basic Mandarin
Chinese series: Respected Chinese language educator Dr. Cornelius Kubler has taught Mandarin Chinese to diplomats, business people and
students for several decades—using an effective learning system with two separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn the spoken and
written forms of the language more efficiently and more successfully. The materials in this series have been acclaimed as a breakthrough in
Mandarin Chinese language learning.
Cheng & Tsui's best-loved Chinese textbook series is new, revised, and better than ever!
This is a complete and easy–to–use guide for reading and writing Chinese characters. Learning written Chinese is an essential part of
mastering the Chinese language. Used as a standard by students and teachers learning to read Chinese and write Chinese for more than
three decades, the bestselling Reading & Writing Chinese has been thoroughly revised and updated. Reading & Writing Chinese places at
your fingertips the essential 1,725 Chinese characters' current definitions, derivations, pronunciations, and examples of correct usage by
utilizing cleverly condensed grids. This guide also focuses on Pinyin, which is the official system to transcribe Hanzi, Chinese characters, into
Latin script, now universally used in mainland China and Singapore. Traditional characters (still used in Taiwan and Hong Kong) are also
included, making this a complete reference. Newly updated and revised, these characters are the ones officially prescribed by the Chinese
government for the internationally recognized test of proficiency in Chinese, the Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK). The student's ability to read
and write Chinese are reinforced throughout the text. Key features of this newly-expanded edition include: The 1,725 most frequently used
characters in both Simplified and Traditional forms. All 2,633 characters and 5,000+ compounds required for the HSK Exam. Standard Hanyu
Pinyin romanizations. More mnemonic phrases and etymologies to help you remember the characters. An extensive introduction, alphabetical
index, and index according to stroke count and stroke order. Completely updated/expanded English definitions. Convenient quick-reference
tables of radicals. Updated and revised compounds, plus 25% more vocabulary now offered. Codes to assist those who are preparing for the
AP exam or the HSK exam.
Intermediate Written Chinese Practice EssentialsRead and Write Mandarin Chinese As the Chinese Do (Downloadable Audio and Material
Included)Tuttle Publishing
This portable, user–friendly Chinese language guide, phrasebook and dictionary is the cheapest and easiest way to learn Chinese before and
during your trip. If you only want one Chinese language book—Essential Chinese is the way to go. Part of Tuttle Publishing's Essential
Phrasebooks Series, it is a great first introduction and beginner guide to the language of China and Taiwan and is also designed as a great
Chinese phrasebook, making it the most versatile Chinese language learning tool on the market. Perfect for business people or tourist
traveling to China or for students who want to supplement their learning, this book's easy indexing feature allows it to act as a Mandarin
phrase book or as English–Chinese Dictionary. A clever "point to" feature allows you to simply point to a phrase translated in Chinese without
the need to say a single word or read a single character. You will soon find yourself turning to Essential Chinese again and again when
visiting or working in China. In this book you will find: Over 1500 practical sentences for everyday use. A glossary of over 2000 terms and
expressions. Terms and phrases covering essential aspects of traveling and living in China. Extensive information about Chinese grammar
and pronunciation. This beginner Chinese book will help you quickly and easily learn Chinese. Your ability to read Chinese, write Chinese,
speak Chinese, and comprehend Chinese will be vastly improved without having to take an entire Chinese language class. Other titles in this
bestselling series of phrasebooks include: Essential Japanese, Essential Arabic, Essential Korean, Essential Tagalog, and Essential Arabic.
It's easy to teach yourself Mandarin Chinese! Complete Mandarin Chinese: A Teach Yourself Guide provides you with a clear and
comprehensive approach to Mandarin Chinese, so you can progress quickly from the basics to understanding, speaking, and writing
Mandarin Chinese with confidence. Within each of the thematic chapters, important language structures are introduced through life-like
dialogues. You'll learn grammar in a gradual manner so you won't be overwhelmed by this tricky subject. Exercises accompany the texts and
reinforce learning in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. This program also features current cultural information boxes that reflect recent
changes in society. The accompanying audio CDs include audio exercises--performed by native speakers--that reinforce communicative
skills.
The Routledge Advanced Chinese Multimedia Course: Crossing Cultural Boundaries is an innovative multimedia course for advanced
students of Chinese. Written by a team of highly experienced instructors, the book offers advanced learners the opportunity to consolidate
their knowledge of Chinese through a wide range of activities designed to build up both excellent language skills and cultural literacy. Divided
into four thematic units covering popular culture, social change, cultural traditions, and politics and history, with each unit presenting three
individual lessons, the volume provides students with a structured course which efficiently supports the transition from an intermediate to an
advanced level. The many different texts featured throughout the lessons present interesting and accurate information about contemporary
China and introduce students to useful vocabulary, speech patterns, and idiosyncratic language usage. Key features include Lively and
detailed discussions of grammatical points and sentence patterns Engaging exercises for developing grammatical concepts and insight into
the character writing system Systematic review of earlier material to ensure consolidation of learning Coverage of diverse and culturally
relevant topics such as online dating, changing views of marriage, food culture, Confucianism and democracy in China. Extensive cultural
and historical notes providing background to the subjects presented Complementary CDs to enhance listening skills. Free companion website
(http://duke.edu/web/chinesesoc/) offering a wealth of video content forming the basis of many of the listening activities linked to topics within
the book. Extensively revised and updated throughout, this new edition includes new material and activities on synonyms and substantial
improvements to the "composition", "Focus on characters" and "Language practicum" sections. The improved Instructor’s Resource Manual,
which includes activity tips, additional exercises, answer keys and the traditional character texts, is available at
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415841337/
Written by experienced teachers and thoroughly trialled with non-native students of Chinese, this much-needed text helps students to write
coherently, clearly and appropriately in a variety of contexts.

Twenty stories, selected from the 17th century writings of Pu Songling, form the basis of the course. Through stories with
accompanying glossaries (in both traditional and simplified forms), the course is an exciting way to build skills in vocabulary,
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reading and listening comprehension, and writing.
Welcome to the world's most efficient method of learning Mandarin Chinese, whether you are striving to learn Chinese on your
own, or studying in a classroom setting. Part of the widely-used and highly acclaimed Kubler series, Intermediate Spoken Chinese
provides separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn to read, write and speak Chinese efficiently, at your own pace. Some
students and teachers wish to emphasize speaking ability first, whereas others want to focus on learning to read and write
Chinese at the same time. These Chinese language study books allow you the flexibility to acquire the spoken language and the
written language with the method that best fits your needs. Intermediate Spoken Chinese allows you to experience real-life
situations in different Mandarin-speaking locales. (It also exposes you to the authentic range of Chinese accents; you're not limited
only to learning an imaginary "textbook Beijing accent" as in other books). Each of the everyday situations explored here—from
shopping at a market to playing unexpected phone tag—is one you're likely to encounter as you interact with Chinese language
speakers. You can choose to use this book with its corresponding Intermediate Chinese Practice Essentials Workbook, available
separately, that offers you a wide range of one-of-a-kind activities to help you practice the language skills you learn here. Key
features of Intermediate Spoken Chinese: Clear and detailed explanations of natural, colloquial Chinese grammar, pronunciation
and usage Recommended strategies to help you learn to speak Chinese more efficiently Experience the actual speaking styles of
Chinese people in various parts of mainland China as well as Taiwan, Macao, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia Notes on
Chinese culture and society allow you to understand situational etiquette Discussions of challenges faced specifically by English
speakers who are learning Chinese and how to overcome them Downloadable audio recordings by native speakers of all the
vocabulary, dialogues, and other vital items A separate Teacher's Guide and a full character transcript (Simplified and Traditional)
are both available electronically Accompanying digital content contains 56 videos shot on location, which allows you to view
conversations involving Chinese speakers from different parts of China Feel confident traveling in the Mandarin-speaking world;
with this language learning set you will be speaking Chinese gracefully and fluidly in no time.
The Routledge Intermediate Chinese Reader is a comprehensive reader designed to provide varied, stimulating and up-to-date
reading material for learners of Chinese at the intermediate level. The Chinese Reader provides a bridge between basic literacy
skills and the ability to read full novels and newspapers in Chinese. It consists of forty readings, graded on the basis of complexity
of vocabulary, grammar and syntax. These readings present a range of different text types representative of modern Chinese
popular writing which will inspire students to continue reading independently in Chinese. It is ideal for learners who already
possess a knowledge of essential grammar and vocabulary and who wish to expand their knowledge of the language through
contextualized reading material. Key features include: Extracts from newspaper and internet articles Vocabulary annotation next to
the reading paragraphs for quick reference Short grammar explanations of any complicated structures Comprehension and
discussion questions Notes on culture and idioms Lesson structure maps to aid comprehension A companion website containing
lesson audio and electronic vocabulary flash cards Full glossary at the back and answer key for reading questions Suitable for
both class use and independent study, The Routledge Intermediate Chinese Reader is an essential tool for facilitating vocabulary
learning and increasing reading proficiency.
This user–friendly book is aimed at helping students of Mandarin Chinese learn and remember Chinese characters. At last—there is
a truly effective and enjoyable way to learn Chinese characters! This book helps students to learn and remember both the
meanings and the pronunciations of over 800 characters. This otherwise daunting task is made easier by the use of techniques
based on the psychology of learning and memory. key principles include the use of visual imagery, the visualization of short
"stories," and the systematic building up of more complicated characters from basic building blocks. Although Learning Chinese
Characters is primarily a book for serious learners of Mandarin Chinese, it can be used by anyone with an interest in Chinese
characters, without any prior knowledge of Chinese. It can be used alongside (or after, or even before) a course in the Chinese
language. All characters are simplified (as in mainland China) but traditional characters are also given, when available. Key
features: Specially designed pictures and stories are used in a structured way to make the learning process more enjoyable and
effective, reducing the need for rote learning to the absolute minimum. The emphasis throughout is on learning and remembering
the meanings and pronunciations of the characters. Tips are also included on learning techniques and how to avoid common
problems. Characters are introduced in a logical sequence, which also gives priority to learning the most common characters first.
Modern simplified characters are used, with pronunciations given in pinyin. Key information is given for each character, including
radical, stroke–count, traditional form, compounds, and guidance on writing the character. This is a practical guide with a clear,
concise and appealing layout, and it is well–indexed with easy look–up methods. The 800 Chinese characters and 1,033
compounds specified for the original HSK Level A proficiency test are covered.
This is a beginning-level course in spoken Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly
speaking and comprehending Mandarin Chinese. Along with its sister book Basic Written Chinese and their accompanying
workbooks, Basic Spoken Chinese offers a complete introductory course to the Chinese language. As a native English speaker,
working hard to learn Chinese is not enough; you have to work smart in order to learn this very different language efficiently.
Downloadable audio and video reinforce the material introduced in the book. No matter why you've chosen to learn Chinese—for
business, travel, cultural studies or another goal—the Basic Chinese approach of two separate but integrated tracks in spoken and
written Chinese will help you learn this language most efficiently and successfully. Detailed explanations in English of Chinese
pronunciation, grammar, usage, culture, society, and recommended learning approaches. A digital Instructor's Guide is available
electronically. A written Character Transcript (Simplified and Traditional) is available electronically. The downloadable materials
feature: 40 videos with dozens of native speakers filmed on location in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, Singapore,
and Malaysia. 6 hours of native-speaker audio, including all of the book's conversations. Build up sections, new words, and
pronunciation exercises. Available separately, Basic Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials is the companion workbook for Basic
Spoken Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises designed to dramatically enhance your
proficiency in speaking and comprehending. While designed for use with the companion textbook, it can be used together with any
Chinese textbook or teaching program to hone your Chinese language skills.
Chinese for Working Professionals is for learners who intend to use Chinese in a multinational global workplace. It has eight
thematic units focusing on developing learners’ transferrable skills in addition to expanding the cross-cultural competences
required in a real-world work-place. Key features: Topical themes expose the ongoing changes in China for working professionals
such as career preparation, economic development, business etiquette, the working environment, and overall lifestyle. Authentic
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reading materials and live videos on a companion website to incorporate understandings of the norm and expectations of the
workplace and society at large, and also prepare learners for a quick transition from classroom to targeted scenarios. Abundant
simulated real-life collaborative tasks, case studies, and projects enhance learners’ problem-solving skills in Chinese, in addition
to work strategies in different scenarios such as communication for work and leisure, and teamwork projects necessary and crucial
for professions in multilingual and cross-cultural global settings. This textbook is a key resource for learners of Chinese at an
ACTFL Intermediate-High proficiency level and above, or CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Language) B1.2
to B2.1 level in terms of language control, extensive and applicable vocabulary and expressions, communication strategies, as
well as cultural awareness.
Basic Chinese introduces the essentials of Chinese syntax. Each of the 25 units deals with a particular grammatical point and
provides associated exercises. Features include: a clear, accessible format many useful language examples jargon-free
explanations of grammar ample drills and exercises a full key to exercises. All Chinese entries are presented in both Pinyin
romanization and Chinese characters, and are accompanied, in most cases, by English translations to facilitate self-tuition as well
as classroom teaching in both spoken and written Chinese. Basic Chinese is designed for students new to the language. Together
with its sister volume, Intermediate Chinese, it forms a compendium of the essentials of Chinese syntax.
Having mastered the basic vocabulary and elementary grammar, a student generally learns to use a language that he wants to
achieve mainly by practice in the sentence patterns, which are the living substance of the language. There are basic sentence
patterns and special sentence patterns in Chinese. Most of the special sentence patterns involve word group patterns, adjective
patterns, noun patterns, preposition patterns, etc. However, in English most sentence patterns are verb patterns. A large part of
Chinese special sentence patterns are related to the predicate of the sentence, in which nouns, adjectives, word groups, etc play a
part. Word groups are important elements forming the predicate of the sentence. Nouns and adjectives alone can also function as
the predicate of the sentence. However, phrases (similar to Chinese word groups) as well as nouns and adjectives alone cannot
function as the predicate of the sentence in English. In this book, six Chinese basic sentence patterns and twelve Chinese special
sentence patterns are introduced, which cover all the most important and most commonly-used Chinese sentence patterns. This
book will minutely illustrate them one by one with charts. They are classified in accordance with their functions in the sentence in a
systematical way, along with necessary comparison with English sentence patterns and translation. When you have got a good
command of the structures and usage of the Chinese sentence patterns introduced in this book, you are able to write or to speak
standard Chinese more readily and fluently.
A complete beginning-level course for spoken Mandarin Chinese designed to have you talking quickly and accurately! The Basic Mandarin
Chinese series offers a complete introductory Chinese language course specifically designed for native English speakers. These books teach
spoken and written Chinese separately, allowing you to focus on the area most important to you, and to learn the spoken and written forms of
Chinese at different speeds depending on your available time and interest. The free audio and video recordings included with this book
reinforce the content and make the learning process easy. No matter whether you're learning Mandarin for work, travel or other reasons—the
Basic Mandarin Chinese approach of having two separate but integrated "tracks" helps you to learn the language more efficiently and more
successfully. Key features of this Chinese textbook and discs include: Clear and detailed pronunciation, grammar and cultural explanations
Exercises and activities based on real-life experiences in China Hours of video recordings filmed on location featuring dozens of native
speakers in various parts of China and beyond Six hours of native-speaker audio recordings for all the book's dialogues and exercises
Special software allowing you to interact with the recordings. This Mandarin textbook is designed to be used with its separately available
workbook, Basic Mandarin Chinese—Speaking & Listening Practice Book which provides a range of drills and exercises designed to
dramatically enhance your spoken proficiency and improve your Chinese language skills.
This continuation builds on the material in the earlier book, allowing users to expand their familiarity with Mandarin Chinese. The new audio
CD feature is especially helpful to learning and understanding the language as spoken. The ten lessons, although similar in structure to those
in the earlier volume, provide a stronger emphasis on grammar and vocabulary. The glossary features vocabulary lists from both volumes.
This is a beginning-level course in written Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly reading and writing
simple, connected Chinese sentences. Along with its sister book Basic Spoken Chinese and their accompanying workbooks, Basic Written
Chinese offers a complete introductory course to the written Chinese language. As a native English speaker, working hard to learn Chinese
characters is not enough; you have to work smart in order to learn this very different language efficiently. No matter why you've chosen to
learn Chinese—for business, travel, cultural studies or another goal—the Basic Chinese approach of two separate but integrated tracks in
spoken and written Chinese will help you learn this language most efficiently and successfully. Basic Written Chinese is designed so it can be
used in a class with an instructor or by independent learners working on their own. Basic Written Chinese systematically introduces 288 of the
highest frequency characters (in both their simplified and traditional forms) and over 700 common words written with them in context in
sentences and a variety of reading passages to help you master basic Chinese reading and writing. This method will greatly improve your
abilities to read Chinese and write Chinese The structure of each new character is explained in detail to make the learning of characters
easier, and "look-alike" characters are compared and contrasted. Many lessons include character differentiation drills and some lessons
include realia such as name cards, street signs, or email messages. Each lesson introduces 6 new characters and a number of words that
are written using them. By dividing the leaning into small tasks, you maintain a sense of accomplishment rather than getting bogged down.
You'll experience both printed and handwritten forms of characters, as well as several different printed fonts. The downloadable audio
features: Over 6 hours of audio by several native Mandarin speakers. Recordings of all reading selections. Recordings of all new characters
and new vocabulary. Available separately, Basic Written Chinese Practice Essentials is the companion workbook for Basic Written Chinese.
This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises designed to dramatically enhance your proficiency in reading and writing
Chinese. While designed for use with the companion textbook, it can be used together with any Chinese textbook or teaching program to
hone your Chinese reading and writing language skills.
Learning Chinese can be frustrating and difficult, partly because it's very different from European languages. Following a teacher, textbook or
language course is not enough. They show you the characters, words and grammar you need to become proficient in Chinese, but they don't
teach you how to learn them! Regardless of what program you're in (if any), you need to take responsibility for your own learning. If you don't,
you will miss many important things that aren't included in the course you're taking. If you study on your own, you need to be even more
aware of what you need to do, what you're doing at the moment and the difference between them. Here are some of the questions I have
asked and have since been asked many times by students: How do I learn characters efficiently? How do I get the most out of my course or
teacher? Which are the best learning tools and resources? How can I become fluent in Mandarin? How can I improve my pronunciation? How
do I learn successfully on my own? How can I motivate myself to study more? How can I fit learning Chinese into a busy schedule? The
answers I've found to these questions and many others form the core of this book. It took eight years of learning, researching, teaching and
writing to figure these things out. Not everybody has the time to do that! I can't go back in time and help myself learn in a better way, but I can
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help you! This book is meant for normal students and independent language learners alike. While it covers all major areas of learning, you
won't learn Chinese just by reading this book. It's like when someone on TV teaches you how to cook: you won't get to eat the delicious dish
just by watching the program; you have to do the cooking yourself. That's true for this book as well. When you apply what you learn, it will
boost your learning, making every hour you spend count for more, but you still have to do the learning yourself. This is what a few readers
have said about the book: "The book had me nodding at a heap of things I'd learnt the hard way, wishing I knew them when I started, as well
as highlighting areas that I'm currently missing in my study." - Geoff van der Meer, VP engineering "This publication is like a bible for anyone
serious about Chinese proficiency. It's easy for anyone to read and written with scientific precision." - Zachary Danz, foreign teacher,
children's theatre artist About me I started learning Chinese when I was 23 (that's more than eight years ago now) and have since studied in
many different situations, including serious immersion programs abroad, high-intensity programs in Sweden, online courses, as well as on the
side while working or studying other things. I have also successfully used my Chinese in a graduate program for teaching Chinese as a
second language, taught entirely in Chinese mostly for native speakers (the Graduate Institute for Teaching Chinese as a Second Language
at National Taiwan Normal University). All these parts have contributed to my website, Hacking Chinese, where I write regularly about how to
learn Mandarin.
Learning to read and write Chinese requires lots of practice. This unique practice guide can be used with any Chinese textbook or on its own
to enhance your proficiency in reading and writing Mandarin Chinese. Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials offers a wealth of
carefully-designed exercises and activities to help you develop every aspect of your reading and writing ability. This workbook has been
designed so it can be used either in a class with an instructor or by independent learners working on their own. Both simplified and traditional
characters are taught and practiced in the same volume. This means students can learn either or both kinds of characters without having to
purchase another book, and instructors have the flexibility to teach a combined class where some students read and write one type of
characters and other students the other type. This workbook provides character practice sheets for the 336 characters introduced in
Intermediate Written Chinese, with complete information on stroke order and direction for both the simplified and traditional forms of the
characters. Reading and writing exercises are included, such as those involving dictation and the answering of questions based on the
content of each lesson. English-Chinese translation exercises are provided for each unit. The Downloadable content provides: Nativespeaker audio recordings for dictation practice. Printable flash cards for all the new characters and words, with Chinese characters on one
side and Pinyin and English on the other. Printable pdf files with additional exercises and activities. Together with this book, you can use
Intermediate Spoken Chinese if you want to learn fluent spoken Mandarin. About the Series: Respected Chinese language expert Dr.
Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a learning system that uses separate but integrated
"tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in the Basic Chinese series allow you to move
from complete beginner level to basic fluency.
A complete beginning-level course for written Mandarin Chinese designed to teach you to read and write Mandarin quickly and efficiently! The
Basic Mandarin Chinese series offers a complete introductory course superior to any other language product for Chinese. These books teach
spoken and written Chinese separately, allowing you to focus on the area most important to you, and to learn the spoken and written forms of
Chinese at different speeds depending on your available time and interest. The free audio recordings included with this book reinforce the
content and make the learning process easy. Whether you're learning Mandarin for work, travel or other reasons—the Basic Mandarin
Chinese approach of having two separate but integrated "tracks" helps you to learn the language more efficiently and more successfully. Key
features of this Chinese textbook and online material include: Learn to read and write the 288 highest-frequency characters and over 700
words Designed to have you reading and writing simple, connected Chinese sentences quickly Both simplified and traditional characters are
taught; you may choose to learn either or both Features a variety of fonts and styles—typeset and handwritten—preparing you to use Chinese
characters in different contexts, from reading signs to texting on your phone The online material included with this book includes over 6 hours
of audio recordings by various native speakers, including recordings of all the reading selections, new characters, and vocabulary. This
textbook is designed to be used in conjunction with the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading & Writing Practice Book which provides a range of
drills and exercises designed to enhance your proficiency in reading and writing Mandarin Chinese quickly.
Parallel title with statements of responsibility in Chinese characters.
Reinforce your written Chinese with this practice book for the best-selling Tuttle Learning Chinese Characters. Learning Mandarin Chinese
Characters helps students quickly learn the basic Chinese characters that are fundamental to the language. Intended for self-study and
classroom use, this character workbook presents 178 Chinese characters and over 534 common words using these characters. These are
the characters and words students need to know if they plan to take the official Chinese government HSK Level 1 Exam or the Advanced
Placement (AP) Chinese Language and Culture Exam. Each character is presented in a very simple and clear way. A step-by-step diagram
shows how to write the character, and boxes are provided for freehand writing practice. The meaning and pronunciation are given along with
the key vocabulary compounds and an example sentence. Review exercises reinforce the learning process and an index at the back allow
you to look up the characters according to their English meanings or romanized Hanyu Pinyin pronunciation. Key features of this Chinese
workbook include: Designed for HSK Level 1 and AP exam prep Learn the 178 most basic Chinese characters Example sentences and over
534 vocabulary items Step-by-step writing diagrams and practice boxes

The definitive translation by Dick Davis of the great national epic of Iran—now newly revised and expanded to be the most complete
English-language edition A Penguin Classic Dick Davis—“our pre-eminent translator from the Persian” (The Washington Post)—has
revised and expanded his acclaimed translation of Ferdowsi’s masterpiece, adding more than 100 pages of newly translated text.
Davis’s elegant combination of prose and verse allows the poetry of the Shahnameh to sing its own tales directly, interspersed
sparingly with clearly marked explanations to ease along modern readers. Originally composed for the Samanid princes of
Khorasan in the tenth century, the Shahnameh is among the greatest works of world literature. This prodigious narrative tells the
story of pre-Islamic Persia, from the mythical creation of the world and the dawn of Persian civilization through the seventh-century
Arab conquest. The stories of the Shahnameh are deeply embedded in Persian culture and beyond, as attested by their
appearance in such works as The Kite Runner and the love poems of Rumi and Hafez. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin
has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as upto-date translations by award-winning translators.
Acting Chinese is a year-long course that, together with the companion website, integrates language learning with the acquisition
of cultural knowledge, and treats culture as an integral part of human behavior and communication. Using modern day examples
of Chinese discourse and behavioral culture, it trains students to perform in culturally appropriate fashion, whilst developing a
systematic awareness and knowledge about Chinese philosophy, values and belief systems that will prepare them for further
advanced study of Chinese language and culture. Each lesson contains simulated real-life communication scenarios that aim to
provide a concrete opportunity to see how native speakers generally communicate or behave in social situations. An essential
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guide for intermediate to advanced level second language learners, Acting Chinese provides a unique and modern approach to
the acquisition of both cultural knowledge and language proficiency.
Continuing Mandarin Chinese Textbook is a new intermediate-level course in Mandarin which enables you to quickly learn the next
level of the language—following the first book in the series, Elementary Mandarin Chinese Textbook. The 24 lessons in this book
are meant to be used in 3 hours per week of class instruction over one academic year. Students will need another 2–3 hours of
outside practice and review for every hour of class time using the materials in the Continuing Mandarin Chinese Workbook that
accompanies this textbook. These books can also be used by self-study learners due to the extensive explanations and free
supplementary materials available including online audio and video recordings and flash cards. The entire course can be
completed in 25 to 35 weeks and teaches you the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing Mandarin Chinese at a
conversational level. Each lesson starts with a dialogue and includes a list of new and supplementary vocabulary along with
questions and grammar notes about the dialogue, a reading section and extensive exercises (that are in the Workbook).
Continuing Mandarin Chinese Textbook offers the following significant advantages over other similar textbooks: Everyday Chinese
dialogues are used for listening and practice — complete with vocabulary lists and questions and storylines based on actual
everyday experiences in China Chinese grammar is explained in simple, non-technical terms with useful notes and tips given
Reading exercises are provided for all new words and phrases in each lesson Free online audio recordings by native speakers
from various parts of China help you not only acquire correct pronunciation but also to understand Chinese speakers who have
different accents Illustrations and supplementary video clips add authenticity to the dialogues in the book A Chinese-English
dictionary is provided at the back for easy reference Chinese characters and Pinyin Romanized forms are used throughout the
book except for the reading exercises—so this book is usable by learners who wish to focus on learning the spoken language and
do not necessarily want to learn to read and write Chinese. This textbook should be used with the accompanying Continuing
Mandarin Chinese Workbook and with the accompanying audio files, which can be downloaded free directly from the Tuttle
website.
Learning Chinese Language and Culture is an intermediate level textbook, which was intended to be used throughout the entire
school year and designed mainly for students who have completed introductory courses of Chinese as a foreign language. Written
in English, Traditional and Simplified Chinese, this book illustrates Chinese language knowledge and introduces Chinese culture in
twentytwo lessons, covering a variety of cultural content, including customs and manners, holidays and festivals, poems and
idioms, calligraphy and couplets, myths and legends, feng shui and superstitions, and historical relics and sceneries and many
others. In every lesson, the authors have strived to maintain a clear topic and a coherent structure. They have also endeavored to
keep the contents lively and achieve a fluent writing style while closely controlling the structure and grammar of every lesson.
Learn the Mandarin Chinese characters and words in everyday use in China! This book helps you to quickly learn the intermediatelevel Chinese characters you need to know if you want to live or work in China, or progress to the next level with your language
skills. Alongside 1200 closely-related vocabulary and phrases, it presents the characters in a series of 20 easy lessons—giving
clear pronunciations, English definitions and a writing guide showing you how the character is written. In this book, you'll find: 300
characters grouped into themes A warm-up narrative for each lesson explaining how the characters in the lesson relate to the
theme All characters and vocabulary needed for the HSK Level 3 exam and the Advanced Placement (AP) Chinese Language and
Culture Exam Exercises that help you practice recognizing the characters and using the vocabulary to create sentences Reviews
that provide a variety of drills and exercises to increase your proficiency Downloadable online audio by native speakers to help
with pronunciation Printable flash cards This book is intended for intermediate learners (HSK Level 3). For HSK 1 & 2, see
Beginning Mandarin Chinese Characters—the first book in this series.
Use this one-of-a-kind practice guide and Chinese workbook together with any Chinese book or language program, and
dramatically enhance your speaking. No matter what book or course you're using to learn Chinese, it takes a lot of practice. Here
is a wealth of effective practice activities to help polish your written Chinese. This book corresponds to Basic Written Chinese and
allows you to move from complete beginner level to basic proficiency. Included downloadable content contains extensive audio
material, as well as (printable) flash cards. Practice Essentials includes carefully designed activities to help solidify every aspect of
your spoken Chinese skills, including: Chinese character practice sheets. Dictation, fill–in–the–blank, dialog completion. Answering
questions, map reading, converting written style to spoken style. Identify radicals and phonetics; punctuating sentences. Written
tasks based on realia like schedule, photographs, and name cards. Translation exercises. The downloadable materials include: 64
minutes of native–speaker audio. 288 printable flash cards. Together with this book, you can use the Basic Spoken Chinese series
if you want to learn fluent spoken Mandarin. About the Series: Respected Chinese language expert Dr. Cornelius Kubler, who has
taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a learning system that uses separate but integrated "tracks" to help you
efficiently master the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in Basic Spoken Chinese allow you to move from
complete beginner level to basic fluency.
This comprehensive Chinese character workbook can be used with any textbook or on its own to dramatically enhance your
Mandarin reading and writing skills! No matter what textbook you're using to learn Chinese, it requires a lot of practice. Here is a
wealth of effective activities and drills—plus an hour of native speaker audio recordings—to help you learn the 288 basic Chinese
characters quickly and effectively. This book follows the Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading & Writing textbook but works equally
well with other coursebooks or on its own. The free disc contains audio recordings as well as printable PDF files providing
hundreds of pages of extra exercises and activities and a set of 288 printable flash cards to help you learn the basic characters.
Basic Mandarin Chinese—Reading and Writing Practice Book includes a wealth of carefully-designed activities designed to improve
every aspect of your reading and writing skills, including: Character writing practice sheets Dictation, fill-in-the-blank, and dialog
completion exercises Answering questions, reading maps, converting written style to spoken style Identifying radicals and
phonetics, punctuating sentences Writing tasks based on real-life schedules, photographs and name cards Translation exercises
The accompanying disc contains: Audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers Hundreds of printable practice pages A printable
set of 288 Chinese flashcards About the Basic Mandarin Chinese series: Respected Chinese language educator Dr. Cornelius
Kubler has taught Mandarin Chinese to diplomats, business people and students for several decades—using an effective learning
system with two separate but integrated "tracks" to help you learn the spoken and written forms of the language more efficiently
and more successfully. The materials in this series have been acclaimed as a breakthrough in Mandarin Chinese language
learning.
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This is an intermediate-level course in written Chinese that employs a revolutionary new method designed to have you quickly
reading and writing simple, connected Chinese sentences. The Basic Chinese and Intermediate Chinese books provide separate
but integrated "tracks" to help you learn to speak, read, and write Chinese efficiently at your own pace. Some students and
teachers wish to emphasize speaking ability first, whereas others wish to focus on learning to speak, read, and write Chinese at
the same time. Intermediate Written Chinese allows you the flexibility to learn the written language and the written Chinese at your
own pace. Learn to use 336 high frequency characters, and over 1,200 common words written with them. Together with the 288
characters and 700 words introduced in Basic Written Chinese, a total of 624 characters and more than 1,900 words are formally
taught in this two-volume course. In addition, another 199 supplementary characters and over 700 supplementary words are
introduced for extra learning, meaning that you will have encountered a grand total of 823 characters and over 2,600 words by the
end of this course. Carefully designed to have you quickly reading and writing connected Chinese sentences. Each lesson
introduces six new characters and a number of words written with them. By dividing the learning into small tasks, you attain a
sense of accomplishment rather than getting bogged down. The structure and etymology of each new character is explained in
detail to make the learning of characters easier, and similar characters are compared and contrasted. Some lessons include realia
such as photographs of street signs, name cards, e-mail messages, and handwritten notes. Both simplified and traditional
characters are taught throughout; you may choose to learn one or both. Features a variety of fonts in both typeset and handwritten
styles, to prepare you to use Chinese in many different contexts—from reading signs and newspapers, to computers and mobile
phone texts. The downloadable audio includes: Over 6 hours of audio by several native Mandarin speakers. Recordings of all
reading selections. Recordings with the pronunciations of all new characters and words. Additional lessons and reading selections.
Available separately, Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials is the companion workbook for Intermediate Written
Chinese. This practical guide includes a broad range of drills and exercises designed to dramatically enhance your proficiency in
reading and writing Chinese. While designed for use with the companion textbook, it can be used together with any Chinese
textbook or teaching program to hone your Chinese reading and writing skills.

This textbook presents a selection of thirteen expository essays written from the 1920s through the 1980s by influential
Chinese intellectuals on controversial issues of their times, including the emancipation of women, the reforms of the
Chinese language, the implementation of modernization, and freedom and patriotism. To provoke classroom discussion,
each topic is treated by essayists with opposing views. Prepared for American students who have already completed two
years of Chinese and who are interested in reading original documents, the book juxtaposes traditional and simplified
characters for the text and vocabulary so that students can be exposed to both versions of Chinese characters. Each of
the thirteen texts is followed by a detailed glossary, annotated in English, with suggested topics for class discussion. An
index at the end of the book allows students easy access to the vocabulary items. Audio and video materials are
available for use with this text. For further information, contact the Chinese Linguistics Project, 231 Palmer Hall,
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08544. (609-258-4269).
Learning to speak Chinese requires many hours of practice—there's just no way around it! But by using this one-of-a-kind
practice guide, together with whatever Chinese language-learning book or program you're using, you can dramatically
improve your ability to speak and comprehend Mandarin Chinese. This book presents a wealth of tested and proven
practice activities—including approximately 16 hours of downloadable audio recordings and over 200 pages of drills and
exercises—to help you polish your spoken Chinese to a solid intermediate level. It can be used successfully with any
intermediate-level Chinese language learning book, such as Intermediate Spoken Chinese, and enables you to easily
move from beginning to intermediate level proficiency in the language. Intermediate Spoken Chinese Practice Essentials
includes hundreds of activities that have been carefully designed to perfect and reinforce each aspect of your Chinese
speaking and comprehension ability: Pronunciation exercises. Vocabulary and grammar summaries. Substitution drills.
Transformation and response drills. Role play and listening comprehension exercises. Dictation exercises. Translation
exercises. The downloadable audio contains: 16 hours of audio by native Mandarin speakers. Printable practice pages.
Printable exercises and activities. Together with or after this book, you can use Intermediate Written Chinese and
Intermediate Written Chinese Practice Essentials if you want to learn Chinese reading and writing. It introduces the
highest-frequency characters and words in a systematic way. About the Series Respected Chinese language expert Dr.
Cornelius Kubler, who has taught diplomats, business people and students, presents a learning system that uses
separate but integrated "tracks" to help you efficiently master the basics of spoken and written Chinese. The materials in
the Basic Chinese series allow you to move from complete beginner level to intermediate fluency.
The Chinese Grammar Wiki began in 2012 as a modest website with a bold vision: to record all of the grammar
structures in the Chinese language, categorize them by difficulty level, explain each one in clear, jargon-free English, and
link them all together. Initially the wiki was a resource exclusively for the clients of AllSet Learning's Shanghai-based
learning consultancy. But five years later, its popularity among learners has exploded, and the Chinese Grammar Wiki
has become the #1 online resource for Chinese grammar among independent learners and college students alike.This
book is the third major volume, covering all essential grammar points that an upper intermediate (B2) learner needs to
master. Together with the Elementary and Intermediate volumes, the series comprises the most complete single
resource on Chinese grammar in print.This volume features:- 160 Upper Intermediate (B2)) grammar points- 200+
separate grammar structures- 1,700+ examples (with pinyin and English translation)- Extensive interlinking of similar
grammar points- Bilingual glossary of grammar terms- Learner-centric design
A Trip to China is an intermediate Chinese language textbook designed for students who have studied one year of
college Chinese. Offering a strong foundation in grammar and vocabulary, it is written from the perspective of a foreign
exchange student who has just arrived in China for the first time. This thoroughly revised edition not only provides
students essential lessons for advancing their Chinese language skills, but also introduces important aspects of
contemporary Chinese society and culture. The textbook incorporates suggestions from years of student and teacher
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feedback, and includes new lessons as well as updated vocabulary glosses, grammar explanations, and exercises. An
improved format juxtaposes text and vocabulary on adjacent pages and combines grammar notes and exercises into one
easy-to-use volume. Intermediate-level Chinese language textbook Revised edition Single-volume, user-friendly format
New lessons and updated vocabulary, grammar explanations, and exercises Introduces students to important aspects of
contemporary Chinese society and culture
Originally published in 1999, A New China has become a standard textbook for intermediate Chinese language learning.
This completely revised edition reflects China's dramatic developments in the last decade and consolidates the previous
two-volume set into one volume for easy student use. Written from the perspective of a foreign student who has just
arrived in China, the textbook provides the most up-to-date lessons and learning materials about the changing face of
China. The first half of the book follows the life of an exchange student experiencing Beijing for the first time. Chinese
language students are guided step-by-step through the stages of arriving at the airport, going through customs, and
adjusting to Chinese university dormitories. The revised edition includes new lessons on daily life, such as doing laundry
and getting a haircut, as well as visiting the zoo, night markets, and the Great Wall. Later lessons discuss recent social
and political issues in China, including divorce, Beijing traffic, and the college entrance examination. A New China
provides detailed grammar explanations, extensive vocabulary lists, and homework exercises. Single-volume, userfriendly format New lessons and vocabulary reflecting daily living in China Includes China's recent social and political
issues Detailed grammar explanations, vocabulary lists, and homework exercises Uses both traditional and simplified
characters
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of Mandarin
Chinese. Divided into two sections, the Workbook initially provides exercises based on essential grammatical structures,
and moves on to practice everyday functions such as making introductions, apologizing and expressing needs. With an
extensive answer key at the back to enable students to check on their progress, main features include: exercises at
various levels of challenge for a broad range of learners cross-referencing to the related Modern Mandarin Chinese
Grammar a comprehensive index to exercises alphabetically arranged in terms of structures, functions, and key Chinese
structure vocabulary. This second edition also offers a revised and expanded selection of exercises including new taskbased exercises. Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is ideal for all learners of Mandarin Chinese, from
beginner to intermediate and advanced students. It can be used both independently and alongside the Modern Mandarin
Chinese Grammar (978-0-415-82714-0), which is also published by Routledge.
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